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NeurIPS 2018 - Spotlight presentation [E]
NIPS 2017 - Oral presentation [F]
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Software Falkon: multi-GPU library for large scale ML
Fastest library to date for non-parametric large scale ML with complete guarantees [H]
awarded with NeurIPS oral presentation in 2020 [C].

My team I lead a group of more than 10 people including interns, PhD and Post-docs,
affiliated at INRIA and École Normale Supérieure, rue d’Ulm, Paris.

Research contribution and impact.

My main area of research is machine learning, including theory, algorithms and applications. Very recently
I’m exploring with the team I lead a new direction that promises to bring the same benefits in terms of speed and
adaptivity to large scale data that we observe in machine learning to other fields of applied mathematics.

- Novel function models to achieve lightspeed numerical methods for applied mathematics.

Many problems in applied mathematics admit a natural representation in terms of functions with additional
structure ( e.g., non-negative), for example probability representation and inference, optimal transport, optimal
control, non-convex optimization, to name a few. While non-parametric models are well suited to represent
functions with output in R or C, being at the same time very expressive and flexible, the situation is different
for the case of structured functions where the existing models lack one of these good properties.

In this line of work we developed a model for non-negative functions (and more generally for functions
with output in a cone) [D], that has been well received by the community with a spotlight presentation at
NeurIPS 2020 and promises to bring to these problems the same benefits that non-parametric models brought
to interpolation, approximation, quadrature and, more generally, to supervised learning, leading to a new class
of algorithms that are adaptive to the intrinsic complexity of the problem with provably fast convergence.

In particular, we already obtained promising preliminary results in fields of non-convex optimization [I],
optimal transport [J], probability representation and inference [K, L]. For example, for the case of optimal
transport we obtained a numerical method to evaluate the Wasserstein distance between two very smooth
densities (i.e. infinitely-differentiable), with a complexity that escapes the curse of dimensionality in the rate,
being only O(ε−4) for an error ε, instead of a state of the art of O(ε−d/2), where d is the ambient dimension.
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This is a remarkable improvement that opens the way to compute the Wasserstein distance also in moderate
dimensions, beyond the case d ≤ 10. We obtained a similar algorithm for non-convex optimization we
obtained an algorithm that is adaptive to the degree of differentiability of the objective function and achieves
the global minimum error ε with a computational cost that escapes the curse of dimensionality in ε for very
regular non-convex functions. Finally, in the same paper we show how to apply the same technique to other
interesting problems in applied mathematics that can be easily expressed in terms of inequalities.

- Large scale machine learning, theory and algorithms. I provided a statistical analysis with refined rates for
two of the most used approximation techniques for non-parametric regression, known as Nyström and Random
Features [G, F] answering a long standing open question on their approximation capabilities in learning. Then
I characterized their trade-off between accuracy and computational cost and derived algorithms for large
scale data, that achieve maximum accuracy with reduced computational complexity [H, E, C]. The resulting
algorithms are still the fastest in literature with guarantees on optimal accuracy. The algorithms, together with
the results on Nyström and random features have received wide attention by the ML community, as attested by
three oral presentations at NeurIPS in 2015, 2017 and 2020 (respectively less than 0.8% and 1.2% and
0.9% of submitted papers) and spotlight presentation in 2018.

- Structured prediction. Together with Carlo Ciliberto we devised a unified framework for a wide family
of structured prediction problems [M, N]. This framework is gaining the attention of part of the structured
prediction community and has the potential to be integrated with the new results on large scale ML, since it
casts implicitly the structured problem in terms of classic vector-valued regression. We will explore these
directions in the work package WP4 of the proposed project.

I have published more than 60 peer-reviewed papers in major international conferences and journals.
According to Google Scholar, my papers have attracted more than 1500 citations and my h-index is 19.

Scientific Leadership

My work has clarified the idea that it is possible to have accurate and cost-effective machine learning algorithms
certified by the theory. In this field I am a leading voice among a growing community as it is attested (a) by the
wide attention received by my works on the topic at NeurIPS (the most important international conference in
ML) where [G, F, C] have been accepted as oral presentations in 2015, 2017 and 2020 (respectively less than
∼0.8% and ∼1.2% of submitted papers) and [E] as spotlight presentation in 2018; (b) and by the increasing
number of talk invitations on the topic by senior colleagues in well established venues. To further develop this
topic currently: (a) I am leading a focus group inside the SIERRA team at INRIA that counts me and 7 PhD
students, 2 Post-docs plus few international collaborators; (b) I am establishing good collaborations with groups
in applicative fields like computer vision and robotics (WILLOW team at Inria) and with industry and public
sector for applications on environment, health and transportation via the PRAIRIE Institute (c) I am teaching
graduate and undergrad courses on ML and organizing workshops, seminars and summer schools to foster the
discussion on the topic. From this viewpoint the ERC project REAL is a fundamental step to scale to the next
level this scientific program and fully address the crucial issues of reliability and cost-effectiveness of large scale
machine learning.

Major Collaborations

- Lorenzo Rosasco (University of Genova, Italy). We collaborate since 2012 on devising projection techniques
to provably reduce the computational cost of ML algorithms while keeping the same accuracy [G, F, H, O, C].

- Francis Bach (INRIA & École Normale Supérieure, Paris). We collaborate since 2017 on leveraging stochastic
optimization methods to improve generalization error of ERM based techniques [P, Q].

- Carlo Ciliberto (Imperial College, UK), since 2015. We work on a unified theoretical and algorithmic
framework for structured prediction. In [M, N, R] we presented the framework and an important extension,
while in [S, T, U] we specify it for some settings of interest.



Teaching activities
since 2019 Lecturer for B.S. class on statistical machine learning, École Normale Supérieure, Paris, France.
since 2019 Lecturer for M.S. class on Opt & ML, Paris-Dauphine, ENS and Mines ParisTech, Paris, France.

2020 Lecturer for M.S. class on advanced machine learning, Telecom ParisTech, Paris, France.
2017 Lecturer for B.S. class on information theory and inference, University of Genova, Italy.

May 2017 Summer school on Regularization methods in Machine Learning, Oslo, Norway.
July 2016 Summer school on Mathematical Methods for High-Dimensional Data Analysis, Munich.
July 2014 Summer school on Humanoid robotics and Machine Learning, Sestri Levante, Italy.

Reviewing Activities. Reviewer for international journals: Journal of Machine Learning research, Machine
Learning, Applied and Computational Harmonic Analysis, Annals of Statistics, Inverse Problems, Electronic
Journal of Statistics. Reviewer for international machine learning conferences: AISTATS, COLT, ICML, NIPS.

Early achievements track-record

Publications

I have published more than 60 peer-reviewed papers (57 without my PhD advisors) in international journals and
major peer-reviewed conferences. These conferences in machine learning (NIPS: 21 papers, COLT: 6 papers,
ICML: 3 papers, AISTATS: 5 papers) and connected subdomains as computer vision (CVPR: 1 paper, ACCV: 1
paper) have a low acceptance rate (usually less than 20%) and publications in their proceedings are considered
as being as important as journal publications. In such domains usually the first author is the major contributor.
Overall I have more than 1500 citations (1480 for publications without my PhD advisor) and an h-index of 19
(both obtained from Google Scholar: scholar.google.com/citations?user=EL-7KFsAAAAJ).

5 selected publications (without PhD advisor)
- Tight statistical analysis for supervised learning approaches:
◦ A. Rudi, R. Camoriano, L. Rosasco. Less is more: Nyström computational regularization. Advances in
Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS). 2015, pp. 1657–1665 (full oral presentation - 230 citations)

In this work we analyze the Nyström approximation technique for non-parametric and kernel methods with
squared loss. This approach has been used since 2001 [1] to reduce the computational complexity of non-
parametric and kernel methods, that otherwise would be O(n3) in time and especially O(n2) in space, where
n is the number of observations in the dataset (even with n ≈ 107 it does do not fit the memory of any existing
machine). Nyström works by representing the learned models in terms of a suitable random subspace of
dimension M and thus reducing the computational complexity to O(nM2) in time and especially to O(M2)
in space. A longstanding open question was if there exists an M < n for which the resulting method
achieves the same accuracy of the original model. We explored the trade-off between the dimensionality M
of the model and the accuracy of the resulting algorithm, proving that there exists a regime for M = O(

√
n)

that leads to optimal accuracy, reducing the total computational memory requirement to O(n2) to O(n). We
studied also the effect of selecting the Nyström approximation, via the so called approximate leverage score
sampling. We proved that in this latter case the method is adaptive to the regularity properties of the problem,
in partcular essentially to the ratio beteween the smoothness of the functions in H and the target function f∗

leading to fast learning rates with even a reduced M .

◦ A. Rudi, L. Rosasco. Generalization properties of learning with random features. Advances in Neural
Information Processing Systems (NIPS). 2017, pp. 3215–3225. (full oral presentation - 211 citations)

Another fundamental method widely used from 2007 to approximate non-parametric methods, but also other
learning techniques, is denoted random features [2]. It also represents the models in terms of a suitable
random M -dimensional function space suitable chosen by sampling an integral expansion of the kernel used
in the non-parametric method. The crucial open question was if it exists an M < n for which the resulting
approximated model is able to achieve optimal accuracy. We proved that there exists a regime for M = O(

√
n)

such that the resulting approximated algorithm achieves optimal accuracy. Moreover we showed that also
random features lead to approximation methods that are adaptive to the regularity of the learning problem,
requiring a number of features smaller than

√
n to achieve optimal accuracy, but larger than the corresponding
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number sufficient for optimal accuracy with Nyström approximation, making the latter more suitable in those
cases.

- Design of cost-effective ML algorithms:
◦ A. Rudi, L. Carratino, L. Rosasco. Falkon: An optimal large scale kernel method. Advances in Neural
Information Processing Systems (NIPS). 2017, pp. 3888–3898. (125 citations)
◦ G. Meanti, L. Carratino, L. Rosasco, A. Rudi Kernel through the roof: handling billions of points effi-
cientlty. Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS). 2020, pp. 14410–14422. (full oral
presentation - 31 citations)

By using Nyström approximation or random features, we have seen that it is possible to approximate kernel
methods and keeping the optimal accuracy, but with memory footprint of only O(n), making the methods
usable on big datasets for existing hardware. However the correponding computational time is still O(n2),
that is unbearable when n ≈ 107 − 109. In this paper we provided an optimization technique to provably
achieve optimal accuracy with time complexity that is only O(n

√
n) instead of O(n2). Note that this is the

first algorithm to achieve optimal accuracy with a complexity of only O(n
√
n) in time and it is still the

fastest to date (competing techniques are still in the order of O(n2)). This reduces the required computational
time of many orders of magnitude allowing to solve in minutes learning problems on big data requiring days
with state-of-the-art techniques, as proven in the extensive eperiments on big datasets present in the paper and
subsequent works [C]. To achieve this result we provided a tight analysis of the eigenstructure of the kernel
matrix and derived a very good preconditioner for the linear system associated to the learning problem, that
then we solve via preconditioned conjugate gradient.

◦ L. Carratino, A. Rudi, L. Rosasco. Learning with sgd and random features. Advances in Neural Information
Processing Systems (NIPS). 2018, pp. 10213–10224. (spotlight presentation - 53 citations)

While in the previous paper we focused on Nyström approximation with deterministic methods. Here we
considered a different optimization scheme, more suitable in the online setting. In particular studied the
positive interactions between stochastic optimization and random features approximations, we proved that
it is possible to achieve optimal accuracy by using a number of random features in the order of O(

√
n) and

with a computational complexity of O(n
√
n). However the mini-batch b ∈ N and the step-size 0 < γ < 1

must be well chosen. In particular we proved to achieve optimal accuracy there is a trade-off between the
parameters: they need to satisfy b/γ = O(

√
n). This covers two important scenarios, used in practice: no

mini-batch b = 1, γ = 1/
√
n and mini-batch with constant stepsize b =

√
n, γ = 1. This clarifies the well

known problem of choosing the parameters for stochastic algorithms in the context of kernel learning with
squared loss and random features approximation. We also observed that the stochasticity induced by the
approach hides big constants in the number of passes over the data, as we also explored more deeply in [P].
This makes FALKON, presented in the previous paper, a better choice when the data are not in online fashion,
i.e., seen once per time, but given in the form of a dataset.

- Structured Prediction
◦ C. Ciliberto, L. Rosasco, A. Rudi. A consistent regularization approach for structured prediction. Advances
in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS). 2016, pp. 4412–4420. (46 citations)

Nowadays many problem are more difficult than regression, classification or multi-class classification and
correspond to learn outputs that are not vectors but structured objects like strings, graphs, images, rankings,
points on a manifold or combination of these. In the past years for specific problems ad-hoc algorithms and
teories have been developed or a more common approach of reduction to multi-class have been followed
(usually by the applicative part of the community), but usually with partial or no ways to export the guarantees
from the resulting multi-class methods to the original problem. In this paper we take a radically different
approach, proposing a unified theoretical and algorithm framework to deal with structured prediction
problems. The method is based on an implicit embedding of the learning problem in an infinite dimensional
vector-valued problem, that can be solved in closed form. The resulting algorithm is oblivious to the embedding
and is naturally expressed in term of the chosen loss function on the output. This work has opened a new
research direction that will be explored in REAL (WP4) as outlined in the research contribution in the CV.

Software

The main library I am developing together with two PhD students a post-doc and a research engineer is FALKON
for python and multi-GPU. The library implements a theoretical idea that I conceived in [H] for efficient large



scale kernel learning that was able to achieve a complexity of O(n
√
n) compared to the state of the art of

O(n2). After 2 years of work [C] in 2020 we designed a careful implementation in terms of memory / GPU
communication, that allows to deal with billions of points efficiently and is the state of the art for large scale
non-parametric learning with guarantees https://falkonml.github.io/falkon/.

Interest from industry

2019-2020 AXA Insurance, Paris, France. Explore the integration of ML techniques in price optimization.
2019-now Light-On, Paris, France. Collaboration on possible uses of optics-based hardware for ML.

Selected invited presentations in 2022. (excluding contributed conference presentations, partly listed above)
- Séminaire Parisien de Statistique — Institut Henri Poincaré, Paris, April 2022

- Workshop MAS-MODE, SMAI, Paris, March 2022
- Online Seminars of IA and Mathematics by Centro Nazionale di Ricerche, March 2022
- Séminaire Parisien d’Optimisation — Institut Henri Poincaré, Paris, March 2022
- S-DCE Seminar Series - Alan Turing Institute, London, March 2022
- Unione Matematica Italiana, Colloquium Prisma, Feb. 2022
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